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We’re trying to adjust to a new normal 
the one that involves four of us working from 
    home all at once
each of us claiming our territory -
the kitchen table, the dining room, childhood 
    bedrooms 
trying to reconstruct the four walls of an office 
isolated from everything else 
after all, there is still work to be done

these days I find myself blurring the boundaries 
    intentionally 
waiting impatiently for the evenings, 
when those walls start to fade away, 
never entirely but just enough to matter 
we sit together on the worn leather sofa
all four of us 
grateful that no one claimed the living room

Shilpa Rajagopal
new normal





care 
cuisine Cathy Preciado
      Care is expressed in many ways in my family. 
Physical touches of reassurance, casual verbal 
reminders of love, and more importantly, 
through food. 

      With the COVID-19 transition into online 
learning, I weighed my options between staying in 
Austin or returning home. I knew that if I returned 
to Austin, I would face an empty apartment with 
no easy means of transportation/access to 
grocery stores — a risky scenario for a person with 
an undiagnosed but borderline eating disorder 
that thrives in isolation and moments of financial 
crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic, with its empty 
grocery store aisles and social distancing, placed 
my mental health in a precarious position and I 
knew I had to stay home — where I would be 
surrounded by loved ones who would check on me 
frequently. 



Because care is 
sometimes fighting.
Fighting my own thoughts that insidiously whisper 
that financial and food insecurity would return if I 
didn’t skip meals for the next three days in an 
attempt to save money. 

      Care is fighting with my mom as she prepares 
snack after snack because she can’t stand to watch 
me become fatigued and dizzy. I argue with her 
because even though I can feel my body being 
drained of energy, the thought of making a meal 
equates to unnecessarily wasting money in my 
mind. 

      Years of food, housing, and financial insecurity 
have made this aspect of care (eating, cooking, 
buying groceries) nearly impossible for me to 
confront alone.

      But sometimes care can be easier than this, it 
can be getting out of bed and changing into a pair 
of jeans and a clean T-shirt even though I’m not 
going out (otherwise I’ll let my body mold into my 
bed for the rest of the week). Care can be quiet; 
care can be loud. Care is in community, family, in 
love shared with others.



      Being thrust into a new online educational 
format has been difficult. It has changed my 
environment and approach to coursework 
drastically. There are days where motivation is like 
grasping at empty air and impending deadlines 
seem silly in the grand scheme of things (where 
the new normal can’t possibly include Zoom 
assignments). The only positive has been being 
close to my family again. To be cared for so simply, 
so easily, given and shown love so freely. As I 
reflect on my future, it is increasingly clear to me 
that I am seeking a future of solidarity where my 
family and I are welcome and protected by a larger 
community of care. 



Shruthi Avantsa

from far away, I still feel reachable
I still feel teachable
able to heal and politely steal
just a little of your time
when it would make perfect sense for the whole 
    world to sink
we instead watched our daunting sphere shrink
into something a little less scary
so that planes can carry hope as they soar, with 
    promises in store
so that screen time is up but the air still smells fresh
so that there's plenty to do but still time to take rest
fully aware that this is only one chapter
to recover and prepare for whatever comes after

it’s a 
small
world



I go to the salon every few months
it usually takes a few days to decide where to go
I would tweeze them myself but mom always said if 
you tweeze the hairs they’ll grow back thicker
I don’t know why I haven’t fact checked that yet
I never believed her
but I never not believed her enough to tweeze them.
So I call up every salon in the city
only the salons that don’t have a website
so it feels less serious
and see who has the best price for eyebrow/upper 
lip/sideburns
and avoid the ones that have waxed off my skin in 
the past
because when I go to these places
some part of my skin always ends up getting waxed 
off
one time it was the entire strip of skin above my lip
and when the skin healed it turned purple for a week
mom says if I refuse to pay more than two cents for 
facial hair removal
these kinds of things will happen.
So I’ll make the calls
and after hanging up I’ll say, “jeez, inflation!” at least 
three separate times.
I should probably write down the prices so I don’t 
have to call the same salons
every 2-3 months.

untitled Anonymous



It’ll take days to pick a place
and when I finally go
i’ll sit in the chair and put my keys on my crotch
so I can lock and unlock my car whenever it starts to 
hurt—

when I was in high school, mom would take me to this 
woman
who has a room in her house for threading/waxing
and there’s a parrot that lives in the same room
that’s always squawking.
or maybe it croaks
it sounds like it’s five sqwuak-croaks away from 
dying.
The woman was one of mom’s best friends? or 
something
her name is Zinna, by the way
She is a very sweet woman who speaks little English
and whenever she opens the door it’s impossible to 
not smile
she’s always smiling and holding a towel
as if she’s wrapping up something and you’ve come 
just in time
Mom and I talked about it once, how we couldn’t help 
but light up when we saw her
some people just have that—
I don’t know what,
but maybe you know what I am referring to.

Some people just have that.
I went to Zinna to do my bikini line once



I think because mom wanted me to have practice
getting my bikini line done
in case that is something I needed to do in the future
for whatever reason.
Zinna told me to lay on this table
one of the adjustable ones
so you can lay flat on the table or sit up like in a chair.
and while heating up the wax she told me to fold my 
legs “like a chicken”
I thought of saying “bok”
but decided not to.
then she smeared the wax on me with a popsicle 
stick
and I started chanting that phrase on the quarter
“E pluribus unum”
though I’m not really sure what it means.
Mom and Zinna were talking in Urdu the whole time
and for some reason I could understand them
even though I usually can’t understand Urdu
they were talking about a woman who used to live 
nearby
and ran a samosa business out of her garage
until she moved to Pakistan
or was it Saudi?
they were deciding.

But at one point when she was waxing the part that’s 
right on the bone
I started croaking
and the parrot thought it was a competition



and there was a twenty second period when it was 
impossible to tell
whose croak was whose—

I called up Zinna
even though I hadn’t seen her since mom’s funeral
and she was mom’s, you know, not mine,
never mine,
I hadn’t even saved her number
but I called her up anyway since I was desperate
I had a performance the next day and my dance 
teacher had called my eyebrows
even though I wasn’t sure who could recognize 
eyebrow shape from thirty feet away.
so I showed up at her door wearing sweats
and she yanked me into a hug even though my arms 
were crossed
and took me to the room.
The parrot was still there
for some reason I was shocked it was still alive
so Zinna did my eyebrows while talking to me in 
Urdu
that day I couldn’t understand any of it
but I don’t think either of us minded.
When she finished she trimmed the eyebrow hairs 
with the tiny scissors
and started insisting she do my lip as well
and after that she wanted to do my arms but I said I 
had to leave
I think she just wanted to keep some part of me 
there.



as I was about to leave the room she grabbed my 
face,
sort of caressing it in that way only mothers can, and 
said:
“now on, I care for you”
and I wanted to tell her
it has been months since someone has touched my 
face in that way
I have taken it all for granted, the swipe of someone’s 
hand on my cheek
firm and tender
in a way that can melt everything bad in the world
even when I am here, later and older and weighted—
I didn’t know how to describe all of this to her
so I said I will be back, I will,
I said it until she believed me
and she watched my car turn off the street,
tossing and turning the towel in her hands.



I don't want to think about it invading your body.
I can't imagine it.
I look at you and try to think about the different 
    ways I can make it better.
There’s none.
I want to give you my health. My body. My age. 
Anything just to make sure you have that
    fighting chance.
Then you speak words. Words of wisdom.
“Tu me haces fuerte.”
How?! How can I give you strength? I’m tired.
I'm tired and we haven't even started.
Everything seems miniscule now.
Like the way I’ve felt about certain 
    things...unimportant.
Cancer. Chemo. Mass.Tumor. Endometrial.
To me, all that it means is: fear.
I’m so scared. Scared I’m not enough. Scared I’m 
    not capable of following through.
Scared that you won’t eat the next meal, or smile 
    at me when I wave at you. Scared that I won’t
    make you strong enough.
Oh God, that I will be enough. That I will give 
enough. That I will have enough.

RosaElia
cancer



dreams,
halted

What i did with my dreams 
Wrinkled them 
Crushed their velvet between my fingers
Spilled tea and coffee and tears on the fabric
Ironed them out
Washed them (sometimes even bleached them) 
Left them hanging up by their arms, their legs
Dangling in the wind
Plucked them from the clothesline
Folded them, stared wistfully at them, 
And then tucked them away.

Irene Ameena



life 
after 
emunah
*Trigger Warning: Mentions of sexual assault & 
suicide*

When I was four years old, my mom found me 
brushing our cat in the living room with red rashes 
all over my neck and face.

I’ve always been allergic to cats.

So, naturally, when my mom recommended I get a 
kitten last year my immediate response was “heck 
yes!” She thought a kitten would give me a sense of 
purpose and would help alleviate my anxiety and 
depression.

Within the week, she drove up to Austin with a 
teacup-sized black and white kitten. When I looked 
into my kitten’s baby green eyes, my motherhood 
responsibility really set in. I made my apartment 
her home, filling it with toys, pillows, treats and all 
the affection she could ask for. 

Samantha Shaps



But she didn’t feel at home, she was scared. 

She hid under the bed for days and wasn’t even 
tempted by toys I dangled near my bedside. My 
newest companion didn’t want companionship, but 
I knew we would grow closer with time.

I decided to name her “Emunah,” a word that 
means “faith” in Hebrew. Her companionship 
would parallel my restoration of faith and I was 
excited to grow with her.

She would see me find my passions. She would see 
me make pasta for way too many meals. She would 
see me frantically submit homework on canvas 
minutes before the deadline. She would see me 
pray to G-d and explore my Judaism. She would 
see me dance to “Bust a Move” with fears of an 
encore. She would hear me sing Kacey Musgraves 
in the shower at an abnormally high volume.



But she would also hear me say “no” over and 
over again.

She would hear me ask him to stop.

She would see me shoved down on the bed I made 
for us.

She would see my favorite outfit taken from me 
and thrown on the floor.

She would hear my cries of pain.

She would see tears stream down my face as I 
stare at the ceiling.

She would see the bloodstains.

She would see the bruises.

In our first week of companionship, baby Emunah 
would see me freeze in the darkest moments of 
my entire life.

When I was eight years old, my mom taught me 
how to ride a horse in my backyard. As I trotted 
around the arena, my mom told me to keep kicking 
in order to get the horse to run. 



I sat back and kicked and kicked and kicked but the 
horse continued at the same pace. I told my mom 
that I was trying, but the horse did not want to run. 
She said that the horse wasn’t running because it 
knew that I was scared. She said that, instinctually, 
animals can tell when you’re afraid.

Thirteen years later, I lie in bed next to my new 
baby kitten petrified, and she could sense it.

The next morning, I woke up to baby Emunah on 
the pillow next to me. For the next few days, she 
followed me around the apartment and curled up 
on my lap wherever I sat. She didn’t leave me alone 
for a minute. At 4 a.m., she would find me sitting 
on the floor of my shower tub and she would sit on 
the ledge, watching and waiting for me to come 
out.

After a few weeks, I started calling her “Moon” 
because we were always up at night together.

With Moon around, my suicidal thoughts never 
came to fruition because I never had a moment 
alone. Through my PTSD diagnosis, my medical 
examination and the heartbreaking conversations  
I would have to have with my mom, Moon was 
there. She was there for every email I received 
from Title IX and she’ll be there for the rest of 
them.



She will see me continue to struggle with 
nightmares, but not nearly as bad as before. She 
will see me continue to fight for myself and seek 
justice. She will see me amplify the voices of the 
survivors around me. She will see me act as an 
attorney for other survivors, demanding justice in 
every way possible.

And when I have a daughter one day, Moon will 
curl up on her bedside, too, and she will comfort 
her in the same way she comforted me. Baby 
Emunah is my healer and her existence in my life is 
a milestone.

There is life before Emunah and life after; life 
before faith and life after.



And just like that. An instant. 
My life changed drastically.
The high of our new life together, the music heard 
throughout the land, the smiles, the joys.
All changed.
The “coming down the mountain” feeling.
I knew that day when I said “I do” that she wasn’t 
      the same.
I asked her to move over and I saw the weakness in
      her eyes.
The way that a child looks for their mother, she 
      looked into my soul.
My own mother.

RosaEliainstant



I remember looking for her that same way years back.
As a young adult who took one too many wrong 
turns; I remember searching my own soul to
find the answers I knew she held. The strength in her 
words, the guilt I felt after telling her too
much. But even then, she stood tall, held me and 
helped me move forward.

Years that I wasted, life that I took from myself, and 
she still stood tall and pushed me forward.
Historias that she continues to tell. Stories I’ll tell my 
daughter.

It all changed that Saturday morning.
“So, my suspicions were correct. . .she does have a 
tumor…” I could not tell you what she said
next. I asked her to repeat herself three times before 
I thought to write it down because
nothing she said made sense.

My life changed. I got weaker. I felt stronger. I am 
exhausted. But I need to stand tall. She
would. If she could.

That God would hear me when I ask to stand tall...



i can’t breathe. i can’t move.
dirt lines my lungs. darkness swims in front of 
       my eyes. 
i lay still. am buried. this is death. there is nothing 
       more to see here. i cannot make out the grave 
       i am in, can only slightly sense the hard coffin 
       around me. 
i only wonder when i will slip out of consciousness, 
when i can leave this world behind. 

but the darkness persists, and asks something 
       of me. 
i cannot hear it well. i realize my hands were held        
       over my ears, blocking the earth’s voice. 
listen to me, she says. i nod. 
listen to me, 

inspired by 
valerie kaur’s 
speech at 
nightwatch
Irene Ameena



when you feel as if it is all over, you cannot lie and 
wait for death. you must breathe. 
i am about to protest, but when i try taking a deep 
       breath, i do not inhale the dirt. there’s fresh, 
       clean air. 
when you feel as if it is all over, you must think. you 
must remember yourself at age nine, thrilled with 
your scented eraser. you must remember a loved 
one, someone who has their hand a quarter of an 
inch above their head, so you just have to nuzzle in. 
and you must think: 
what if this is not the darkness of the tomb, but 
the darkness of the womb? 

i rise.



Why do you live in the marine garden? 

You make your home full of life but neglect that you 
yourself are missing it

 You are drowning but you do not feel it
     This submersion in the molecules that 
      surround you
          An immersion in liquid that you spilled
     A suffocation that you blame on
     your surroundings 
         An asphyxiation that started from inside you 
  One that you allowed outward

why do you 
live in the 
marine garden?
Briana Torres



And why couldn’t you stop it?

 You are deceiving yourself
     If you think this home was always waiting 
     for you
 It was never here before you 
       Started to believe you deserved it

           You are killing yourself and you do not 
           know it
       Masked by salt and inviting colors, 
       warm water that hugs you because 
       no one else did

I can’t say I understand
Why someone would allow themselves to drown 
In a place with so much beauty

I want you to swim.
 
 Please.
 
 Swim. 

(Or maybe 
I do)



RosaElia
fuerzas
First of all, I regret my teenage rebellion.
I regret giving you those white hairs.
All the times that I thought I knew better.
All the times I felt superior.
Thinking I could do better.
If I could trade in those times to give you more 
time and health, I’d give it all back.
But, that’s not the way life works. I write to 
apologize. But I also write to thank you.
Thank you for your unconditional love.
For your support.
For your company.
For your laughs.
I don’t have to pray for your strength because 
you’re the strongest person I know.
I have to pray for my strenght to mirror yours.
God, please hear my prayers.



how 
lucky 
are 
we Amie Nguyen

How lucky are we
To see
fuzzy caterpillars on the window,
golden hour reflecting off of a lover,
anger in a silent foe?

How lucky are we
To feel
warm and cozy on a rainy day,
satiated by a hot meal,
loved unconditionally?

How lucky are we
To choose
who we want to love,
what we want to learn,
where we want to live?



At the end of the day,
Luck can be our 
Best friend or our 
Greatest enemy.

Not all are endowed by chance.
Some are:
Without sight or
Without security or
Without freedom of choice or
Without ______.

Fortunately -
Luck is transferrable.

Be generous with your
Time,
Talent, &
Knowledge.

Give some of your luck to others
in ways you are able to.

Take care of each other
Because it could have been you.



living in 
a glass box
Shruthi Avantsa
the problem with living in a glass box
is that your own conscience forced you in
cramped and isolated, your eyes are open wide
peering outside
watching people ignore the rules you chose to 
abide by
and what for?
chalk it up to disregard
for those trying so damn hard
confined to the glass, resigned to pass the time
letting your mind wander

the problem with living in a glass box
is that we aren't supposed to live in glass boxes
Remember how it feels to peel our arms open and 
embrace?
to touch one another and immerse ourselves in 
this place?
to connect and affect someone
just by being close by



the thing about living in a glass box is
it won't be like this forever
time has slowed down, and I can hear myself think
I feel intensely, deeply, and slowly sink
into this pool I've long ignored
reminding myself to breathe because I've adapted
feeling empowered to say what before I’d 
redacted
and when the glass walls fall
I can start over



Mary Elise Chipongian


